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WARNING
This document is strictly confidential. It hosts, in part, transactions we have 
invested in, some of which are not yet in the public domain. You are hereby 
on notice not to copy, forward, impart information about any product, service 
or idea contained herein. This document is meant for professional investors 
only. We are not soliciting investment outside of the professional market place 
and we do not offer any advice. Projections contained herein are numbers we 
have taken from each project, reduced them and collectively calculated for 
demonstration purposes only.
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ILOCX Limited has created its first accelerator in 
tandem with the launch of the PreILO platform.
 
The accelerator has 40 projects already inside 
the company and has seeded all of these 
projects to get to live project stage paying up 
£2m in share capital into ILO Accelerator Limited 
(ILOAC).
 
All projects are at varying stages, some have a 
working demo, some have research and others 
are ready for market but need final scale tests 
and team enhancements to get them fully 
ready. We have a detailed action plan for all 
projects. Some are separate legal entities and 
others sit inside the SPV (ILOAC).
 
All projects, without a single exception, will be 
ready to launch onto our big board exchange 
(ILOCX) within 12 months from the closing of this 
capital raise.
 
We are seeking £5,000,000 of a £7,000,000 
total to fund the growth phase of these 40 
projects to a full ILO listing and revenue ready 
status.
 

Post the closing of this capital raise, all projects 
will sit inside the same workspace in London to 
make use of a mass economy of scale by using 
marketing, accounting, sales, design, web/app 
tech teams as a resource spread between the 
projects. A core team of focused writers and PR 
specialists will be coordinating exposure as the 
tech teams, research teams and sales teams 
scale up towards market launch and revenue. As 
the projects get closer to revenue they will be spun 
into separate legal entities if they are not already. 
All projects have the same structure and by launch 
of all ILOs on the ILOCX, the accelerator will own a 
minimum stake of 20% in each company/project.
 
In addition to the equity the accelerator will be 
entitled to the money back that was invested to 
accelerate them. They will also issue the same 
value in ILOs to the accelerator at the launch of 
their individual ILOs.
 
We therefore expect, within 24 months from 
the official launch of this accelerator, to have all 
capital returned to ILOAC will own the same value 
in issued ILO’s and a 20% equity stake in the 
projects.

INTRODUCTION
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The ILO Eco-system affords this Accelerator exceptional advantages over and above 
any other accelerator structure.  As ILOAC is connected to ILOCX Limited and its entire 
base of operations in the field of ILOs it gives it a distinct advantage. 

All projects have been chosen for their clear merits and diverse nature but also for 
their ability to be individually huge while the growth support is relatively small. 

Having the ILO platform to list the very companies which we accelerate sit next to 
the accelerator means we are vertically integrated which massively reduces risk as 
the next phase of growth and exit is built in when they reach revenue. 

Pre-Support  
Stage

ILO Quote ILOAC PromoILO

ILOCX ILO Network

ILO University PREILO ILO Chat

ILO Crypto

Growth  
Stage

Growth 
Stage 

Support
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AAATRAQ
Description
Every organisation’s website must adhere to accessibility rules. Presently 94% fail accessibility 
rules, making easy money for aggressive lawyers. AAAtraq oversees and simplifies accessibility 
compliance, delivering a managed process to your staff and suppliers. Our website shield 
shows your website is working towards compliance and wards off unwanted aggression. 
Regardless of what you have been advised, the first action is understand your level of risk.

Status
AAATRAQ is revenue ready, it has its first clients and has a very robust and professional team. 
There is little in its way to achieving  a larger base and expanding the knowledge that the 
service exists, and then selling it to the right people inside target organisations. The risk in 
these businesses is just that, can they sell at a cost of customer acquisition that makes 
sense? The market is there, the need is clear, can the delivery method work? Due to this we 
have reduced AAATRAQ’s numbers by a factor of 10. The company has limited overhead, the 
product is hugely profitable, it just needs to make sales and get that cost/benefit ratio right on 
the customer side.

Next Steps
We have allocated $300k to AATRAQ to start the promotion to companies and get traction 
by direct marketing and sales. We prefer them to gain some key sales before launching the 
full ILO which is planned for later this year.

Why ILO?
We believe a successful ILO will bridge this customer acquisition gap for AAATRAQ in generating 
sales. There is nothing stopping AAATRAQ launching a full Initial License Offering now. For them 
to raise capital via an ILO would be easy but the additional benefit is tens of thousands of 
buyers will be promoting the service which in this case is the best kind of marketing.

http://www.iloac.com/aaatraq.php
https://aaatraq.com
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ASKIA GOLD
Description
Askia Gold has IP in a simple but smart Gold Washing plant for the gold mining industry. 
Many artisan gold mines the world over still use men, women and children in rivers spinning 
for gold by hand. Equipment to make this more efficient is a mix of sophisticated hydraulics 
and electronics, making it expensive and costly to maintain. Askia have wiped all these 
principles aside and made a strong, efficient washing plant that uses river water, can 
move easily, uses workers to enhance throughput and costs 4 times less than its nearest 
competitor. Perfect, simple engineering-based solution for a key problem in thousands of 
locations.

Status
The first washing plant is finished, and a demo unit is available for sales teams to sell from. 
All parts have been identified so Askia can give a maintenance guarantee to customers. 
There is a link to the demo unit in action on the left-hand side of this page. Askia has 
already raised over $500k with half of this invested by ILOAC prior to this round.

Next Steps
Askia needs to attend trade shows, build awareness and install units in working mines. 
Once this idea tips into common knowledge Askia will be building to order in Latvia and 
shipping to Africa on mass. We have allocated $90k to Askia in this accelerator round.

Why ILO?
ILOCX can target users, buyers, influencers and supporters, launching an ILO for ASKIA later 
this year is already agreed. They are revenue ready and need some live examples prior to 
the full launch. The ILO will bring focused interested parties into the License offering and 
this in turn will greatly assist in sales.

http://www.iloac.com/askia.php
https://www.askiagold.com
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AZURA LIFE
Description
Azura Life stands for a better life, creating simple solutions to complex problems.  Azura 
started as core safety needle company with one product that ticked all boxes for needle 
stick safety and compliance with the Needle Stick Prevention Act (NSPA). Two things are the 
focus of the act: 

1. Use and reuse, ensuring that the needles used in medical intuitions the “world over” 
don’t get re-used and therefore don’t enable the spread of disease. This sounds 
obvious but in India alone 300,000 people die every year because of this practice. 

2. The needle must do all it can to ensure the healthcare worker isn’t in danger from a 
needle stick injury. After being approved for GPO status in multiple Group Purchasing 
Organisations Azura pivoted into an aggregator.

Status
Azura created an insurance policy to ensure both parts of the NSPA were intact. Azura then 
databased all other safety needle companies to create an aggregator effect, and now are 
poised to re-enter the market. We contained the IP and reduced core costs in Azura by 
dissolving the original company and started the re-build from a firmer base.

Next Steps
We have allocated $150k to Azura to make this story a reality and begin a campaign to take 
on the GPO market in the USA and bring awareness via the World Health Organisation who 
face ever changing issues in the third world with all aspects of the market place.

Why ILO?
ILO brings a clear audience-based benefit to Azura. This is a story where people can take 
action. Buying the ILO in Azura won’t just be fiscally beneficial but also globally responsible, 
I can share this story, like its news, and be a vital component to making the world a better 
place. Also, it’s an $18 billion sized market to go after, its huge in both stakes. It’s an ILO 
feather in our cap to get this one right.

http://www.iloac.com/azura.php
https://www.azuralife.com
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BABYCLOUD

Description
BabyCloud is a one-stop service and product provider for all things Baby. It provides baby
product merchants a route to customers and business management solutions. It gives
parents and baby lovers an online solution for baby products and services at their 
fingertips.
These include, but are not limited to: Professional Photography, Cloud Storage of Baby 
Photos, Print Frame and Deliver, Baby Product Marketing and Merchandising, Discounts.

Status
The new app for BabyCloud is on the drafting board, as tech developed so fast all previous 
versions were outdated by the time they launched. BabyCloud is after an enormous market 
and one that is saturated with offers and products. Its capability to Print Frame and Deliver 
is a tech that can be migrated and franchised into other sectors. We have allocated $150k 
to BabyCloud after already investing $300k in the seed round.

Next Steps
The final USP for BabyCloud is not publicly divulged at this stage, the business model needs 
complete finalisation and a full ILO will be launched in 2020.

Why ILO?
ILO is in its domain in a sector like this, baby pictures and the baby market is a social media 
dream, sharing this story on social media as an ILOer will have a huge multiplier effect.

http://www.iloac.com/babycloud.php
https://www.babycloud.co
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BESHIZZLE
Description
BeShizzle is the world’s first checking engine. It searches deep into website content and 
checks many things, including broken links, image copyright, spelling mistakes – issues that 
damage the visitors experience or reduce search optimisation – We can also check content 
for compliance errors and omissions.
BeShizzle works within your web page building service. Before a page is made live we check 
and prevent mistakes from being transferred to the web. Once you have BeShizzle working 
you should never publish an error again.

Status
Beshizzle is revenue ready, it has been in beta phase for over a year and has consistently 
proved itself to be reliable, efficient and right. Beshizzle needs to now bring the affiliate 
section to its site and link up with ILO Network and offer direct commissions on sales made 
by network marketers wanting to sell the service. Beshizzle is also now ready to go after 
enterprise sized accounts like WIX, Godaddy, WordPress etc.

Next Steps
Beshizzle needs boots on the ground and a focused corporate sales pack in the lead up 
to its full ILO, it has already closed a PreILO seed round and we have invested all the capital 
at this stage. Beshizzle also have expansion plans into BeIndex and Beshizzle services for 
other things like property searches and insurance data.

Why ILO?
Beshizzle is a perfect ILO because it is infinitely scalable, it’s a digital product that is needed 
and inexpensive considering its value to an eCommerce business. We see it like an oil light 
on the dashboard of your car. Whatever it costs to add that in can prevent disaster on the 
road.

http://www.iloac.com/beshizzle.php
https://beshizzle-beta.com
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BEST BOARDROOM

Description
Best Boardroom allows you to rent rooms for you meetings, conferences and interviews 
everywhere in the world.
With our app, you can now search for available boardrooms based on the location, the 
number of people attending and the services you will need on the day.
Why is the office rental market not aggregated? Best Boardroom is the Airbnb for temporary 
office rentals and meetings rooms.

Status
The app is in wire frame and the database is consolidated. The market offers will be 
uploaded automatically offering links to third party or city by city offerings.

Next Steps
Marketing teams need to bring in efficiencies and buy-side, sell-side users, with a learning 
burn to the mass market.

Why ILO?
The ILO for Best Boardroom needs carefully planning from a timing perspective, the ILO will 
bring a fast-paced on-boarding surge as tens of thousands of ILOers promote it in every 
city at the right point for the app.

http://www.iloac.com/bestboardroom.php
http://bestboardroom.com
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BURR &BURR
Description
We invested in and consolidated the investment in Burr and Burr. The team boasts the 
original recipe for Omega 3 as a fish oil supplement. Now they are pioneering again with 
an all vegan version using the toughest seaweed on the planet. Burr and Burr gave birth 
to TINAD as a campaign that we have spun out as another unit. TINAD ‘This Is Not A Drug’ 
competes with big pharma who produce synthetic versions of the natural product.  
Synthetic versions are cheaper to produce, leading to larger profits but also have more 
side effects than the natural products.

Status
Burr and Burr purchased two brands G03 and Omegavita. In addition, they added OMG a 
high-end Omega 3 supplement with 1000mg of pure fish oil. Clever Fish, a non-odour, zero 
taste fish oil to make any meal a healthy meal. They now add the vegan version to make 
the set complete. Cornering a market this size is not going to be easy but a worthy and 
profitable plan all the way to the finish line.

Next Steps
Educating the market about supplements which are low price and low value in terms of 
quality is difficult however this is the plan. The outcome will be a flight to quality achieved 
by citing results, proving that the drug does no more for you than the supplement in terms 
of a health benefit without the nasty side effects.

Why ILO?
The above status note should self-explain this section; however, we will labour it. Using an 
army of promoters to talk about this reality and assist in shifting the dial towards the Burr 
and Burr products while they earn money in the process is the perfect storm for a product 
range like Burr and Burr has.

http://www.iloac.com/burr.php
http://burrandburr.com
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COMMON ENTRY
Description
This is one of the most collaborative pieces of tech we have ever come across. Common 
Entry allows users on the web to mask their digital identity by entering the web or any social 
media via the common entry tech. This achieves a few things, it allows people to log and 
store their own data for future use and prevents ads being served to the user and the value 
of their digital identity being bought and sold by various vendors. It is also a licensing dream 
with applications for the core tech being implemented now into other ILOAC transactions.

Status
V1.03 is already developed and needs some tweaking hence its inclusion into the 
accelerator. We have already got interest as a use-case for other products under license 
dependent on the next version and we are integrating the concept into other transactions 
to enhance their offer as Common Entry comes fully online.

Next Steps
Test, test and test some more until it works across mediums and platforms and the 
integration is flawless. This is a huge deal, huge idea and that means it needs to be a 
perfect working solution that impresses from the get-go.

Why ILO?
Common Entry is so easy to understand as a concept that an ILO makes so much sense, 
we don’t have to spend hours in education, one tweet and you get it. The obvious but vital 
components of ILO will enhance and push this idea into the minds of the masses fast and 
so take up and further use cases we have not thought of will arise.

http://www.iloac.com/commonentry.php
http://Commonentry.com
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COW COW NOT

Description
Milk was one of the biggest industries of the last century, so it is embedded into western 
culture. So many new non-dairy brands have emerged, and we see some winners and some 
losers. Cow Cow Not is a brand concept that plays on the cultural shift, using coconut milk 
in everyday life is becoming the norm along with nut-based products. Using co packers and 
existing raw materials means Cow Cow Not can have a virtual brand of a physical product 
and for this accelerator this process is vital.

Status
The brand is developed, and all raw materials sourced, now the brand needs promotion to 
support a marketing campaign to gain exposure for inclusion into large supermarket chains. 
Orders can be very large and even though the margins are not as high as a digital product it 
still turns into a very low risk and profitable business.

Next Steps
Create the marketing campaign to ignite a brand via ILOers and social media. 

Why ILO?
All of the reasons above, this project is vital to pave the way for other brands thinking about 
joining this accelerator model in the future and using the funding from the masses and 
promotion from the masses. We intend to bring milk to the masses that isn’t animal based 
and therefore brings an important ecological and environmental issue to the forefront.

http://www.iloac.com/cow.php
http://cowcownot.com
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DANIEL QUARE
Description
The luxury watch business has grown significantly over the past 15 years. Rolex alone 
sells $7 billion worth each year and the trend is old meets new, hidden digital tech with 
traditional look and class. Daniel Quare started watch making in London in the 1600s so 
tradition is at the core of this new brand, re making watch design and improvements to our 
fascination with time and movement in a unique way just like Daniel Quare himself did back 
in London’s heyday of watch making.

Status
Several designs are already complete, and a new time connection tech allows two time 
zone watches to sync with each other making distance less of a barrier for couples who 
travel through different time zones. The company also owns a number of original Daniel 
Quare pieces form the 1600s and many antique movements and components, mixing a 
piece of history into each brand-new watch, making something different in a saturated 
sector.

Next Steps
DQ is looking to sell only 100 watches per year. Each will be a lofty price tag of $100,000, with 
a unique box that becomes a piece of unique furniture. This furniture is already designed 
and in manufacture. The offering is exquisite and unique, just like it was in the old days. 
Watches made to order allowing profits to be maximised and risk mitigated.

Why ILO?
DQ needs to get this story out to a mass audience.  Watch accounts on social media attract 
huge followers and so an ILO marriage with time together as the romance of this watch 
collection makes perfect sense.

http://www.iloac.com/quare.php
https://www.danielquare.com
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DATE DONATE

Description
Date Donate is a very simple concept. Users get full and open access to all areas free 
of charge.  If a date goes well, donate to a charity of your choice - or don’t and face the 
consequences on the second date when they ask! Running costs today are low, it’s the 
biggest space online and unique in its offering with quality features.

Status
App/Web and social media campaigns are in development, auto onboarding tools for 
friends donating friends on blind dates is also in development with some other very 
ingenious factors not publicly disclosed yet.

Next Steps
Launch the App and start the social campaign as we run it up to a full ILO launch.

Why ILO?
It’s a simple mathematical equation. The launch for the Date Donate ILO will be 50,000 units 
at a low entry price. We are looking for a large user base. 50,000 ILOers all with 200 followers 
makes an audience of 10m people. If 1% register and 1% of those make a donation of 100 
bucks its already $1.2m in revenue. If the ILOers paid $10 for the ILO it will be worth $24 on 
these numbers alone.

http://www.iloac.com/date.php
http://www.donate.dating
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DIRECTOR CHECK
Description
Director Check is part of a focused checking engine just for directors of public companies 
and then for all registered private companies. Director check crawls the web for factual 
data on directorships, movement of data fields and tenure, across all sectors from public 
data bases. It checks and verifies what a director is saying about his career and matches 
with what actually happened, stock price, revenue, issues and accomplishments during 
the tenor of that director. It then denotes a Director Check symbol next to the resume 
to alert anyone searching the company or a director specifically that the data has been 
independently checked and verified.

Status
Director Check has 1.9 million serving directors in the database and continues to add to this 
number on a daily basis. The use case for this data doesn’t just stop at the verification, it 
feeds into Reputation Statement, another ILO Accelerator project, and digitally delivered 
data for Stock Markets and investment houses.

Next Steps
Director Check is in revenue from the first pilot of directors checked on MiningSX 
OilandGasSX and MarijuanaSX. The objective now is to increase the data fields and user 
base to expand the service to other use cases and vendors.

Why ILO?
Directors feature in most SMEs and digitally delivering information is at the core of The 
Capital Superhighway and ILOCX. Its first use case is within our own walls and so ILO 
becomes a real partner, not just for funding, collaborations and exposure but for a core 
activity within our own group.

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0  0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0  0 1 0 1  1 0 0 0 1 1 0

Checks any DIRECTOR
on the exchange for:

DIRECTORCHECK

Experience
Locations

Tenor
Time

Charts
Skills

http://www.iloac.com/director.php
http://Directorcheck.com
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ESTFRESH
Description
A global fast food venue making healthy food cool. Estfresh is the lead component to 
an Integrated Healthcare Service (IHS) that will allow its host to direct healthcare policy 
nationally and ultimately globally. This unique intellectual property will lead the world by the 
collective action of all key components required.

Status
Estfresh has conducted extensive research and development into an Integrated Healthcare 
System that starts with food and ends up directing healthcare policy. We are what we eat 
and we don’t understand what we are eating and more importantly what effect it has on 
us. Therefore, EstFresh starts a fresh approach. If we database food and food intolerances, 
if we database blood types and general health conditions created or attributed to the 
food we eat then we have a starting point. Estresh has this IP in hand and has developed a 
series of food brands to bring a whitepaper which covers the vitality of food into a live fast 
food restaurant. This could be a book.

Next Steps
Estfresh want to raise the capital required to open its first fast food take away and eat in 
restaurant to compete directly with Pret and Eat. The first restaurant will be in Covent Garden, 
London. This venue will be efficient in its use of space. As well as a food delivery system, it 
will offer delivery day and night with an extended kitchen on the premises capturing a clear 
market need in London as well as a trend for delivered food. Covent Garden is as central as it 
gets and services many theatres and hotels and a very large tourist population.

Why ILO?
Estresh wishes to drive the efficiency of the ILO right into the daily activity of its business. The 
efficiency of a social army promoting Estfresh. Then Estfresh wants to grow into new markets 
and bring a scalable roll out plan to multiple locations per city, let alone every city in most 
developed countries. The ILO structure is perfect for this.

http://www.iloac.com/estfresh.php
https://www.estfresh.com
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FAHABOSO

Description
FAHABOSO is a new concept: A media platform for all things Face, Hair, Body and Soul.  
Old media meets new media, elegance meets technology, design meets customers. Health, 
fitness, face, hair, body and soul are addressed in every issue. Cram packed with tips, ideas, 
what worked, what didn’t, products and places. A brand with consciousness, a brand with 
depth and meaning.

Status
FAHABOSO is a lot more than a media platform, it is mass market sales via a missing link in 
the hotel amenities space. FAHABOSO has developed a knock-out all natural ‘spa in your 
shower’ experience, so good and so fresh you will want to bring it home. With one major 
hotel chain on the roster, FAHABOSO will be in front of tens of thousands of customers in 
exactly the place where they want them, in the shower. Launch of this product is the next 
phase and the full ILO will be 2020.

Next Steps
Ads, media, product launch and promotion to coincide with a new magazine and a spa 
blueprint.

Why ILO?
Raising capital is important but so is building awareness and building teams of fully-fledged 
network marketers to sell the products en masse on commission. These all attracted 
FAHABOSO to ILO.

http://www.iloac.com/fahaboso.php
https://www.fahaboso.com
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FRAUDAT
Description
Fraudat is proprietary security software which combats phishing attacks to protect 
your company, your employees and your customers from fraudulent emails.
If your customer receives a suspicious email purporting to be from you, they forward it to 
fraud@yourcompany.com. Within one minute our system checks its legitimacy using key 
matching, content analysis and heuristic algorithms and returns the result to you and 
your customer.

Status
Fraudat has built a demo unit and has been testing it in various email protocols and 
systems. It is estimated that the complete system for all possible operators will be finished 
for mass market penetration within 180 days. Large scale enterprise systems will require 
bespoke installations, whereas simple email accounts hosted in mainstream providers in 
SMEs can be downloaded as a plug in and will work immediately.

Next Steps
Fraudat needs a campaign from strong base of keen followers that believe fraudulent 
emails need to be stopped. Policy and protocols need to be in place that establish the 
position of a company with respect to their stance on it, what they do if hacked and what 
they are doing to prevent it. The FraudAt shield is a marker they have adopted a policy.

Why ILO?
Conducting an ILO helps Fraudat explain this to a wider audience and reduce the costs for 
this activity. Fraudat needs more capital to complete a robust system that goes beyond a 
fake email, The ILO structure allows Fraudat to expand based on revenue growth and build a 
safer faster and more secure communications network within the web.

http://www.iloac.com/fraudat.php
http://fraudat.com
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GARUN TEA

Description
Garun Tea sell a new brand of tea, infused with super foods and supplements that promote 
health benefits across the entire spectrum of aliments in today’s world. 
It’s a SuperFood that’s cheap, has no calories, is associated with relaxation and pleasure. It 
tastes good, and is available everywhere, from the finest restaurants to the local cafe.

Status
Garun Tea has secured a large shipment of red ginseng to infuse with tea and is now the 
first mover in the super tea market place. A whole new brand of brands is being developed 
and new packaging as well as the new affiliate program that is already live on the ILO 
Network.

Next Steps
Garun Tea needs to secure a spokesperson for food and dietary markets and bring their 
super tea to slimming groups around the country. The ILO is scheduled for last quarter 2019.

Why ILO?
Garun Tea was the first company to use the ILO Network affiliate program and its unique 
shopping cart. So they are already a big ILO fan. Physical products like tea are great for ILOs 
as marketers can sell them easily, meet up groups revolve around tea, so these guys use 
them to sell it. ILO supplements this perfectly.

http://www.iloac.com/garuntea.php
https://garuntea.com
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GETGAS

Description
GetGas is an online mobile app that provides the ability for you to order discounted gas 
delivery direct to your car while you go about your day.
 No need to ever go to the gas station again.

Status
The app is now in the app store and the first location is up and running. GetGas is a great 
franchise business model lending itself perfectly with ILO. GetGas is now poised to launch 
other locations and launch a full-blown ILO this summer for new franchises, capital and a 
mass promotion to the audience it needs.

Next Steps
Refine the franchise model and get ready to build in the support layer that will be needed 
for new locations, look at overseas markets and secure larger fleet-based businesses for 
fuel delivery.

Why ILO?
GetGas is the perfect franchise and so ILO is the perfect funding and marketing partner to 
sit alongside that business model. Save money on your Gas and make money owning the 
ILO in GetGas. What could be better?

http://www.iloac.com/getgas.php
https://www.getgascorp.com
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GOSSAPP
Description
GOSSAPP is an amalgamation of all or most chat apps for mobile and web. GOSSAPP is a 
skin for all other apps and will allow the user to still have access to the original apps but 
will serve all messages from all locations into one app. There are a few things unique about 
GOSSAPP over and above the time saving feature of ‘all in one’. GOSSAPP will automatically 
add in time zone quotes should a conference call be arranged via the app so the local time 
is displayed and both parties know when the call is due and even at the touch of an icon 
you get an alert.

Status
The app is in development, others do exist but others don’t have the benefit of an ILO army 
so ILOAC believes this app will be the leader in the race to reduce app icons on your home 
screen.

Next Steps
Finalise development of the app and launch soft version to a focus group and early 
adopters, stress test and challenge the user base and launch V.2 to a wide audience.

GOSSAPP stands for Global Ordinance for Synchronised Speech and Payment Processing.  
Therefore, it will allow payment processing across platforms, all using existing tech. Also, it 
will not be an APP. This is some of the secret sauce.

Why ILO?
In this case why ILO is both easy and hard to explain. Obviously GOSSAPP benefits from 
mass users and a mass marketing dynamic but it has no revenue model until the payment 
processing is live which will not be for 24 months.

http://www.iloac.com/gossapp.php
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HYDROGEN BRIDGE

Description
Water is the holy grail, people say it will be the new oil. It’s a life force ingredient that we 
take for granted in the western world. Choosing a water deal is hard as they have all been 
done before, there is nothing really unique. Well, until we found Hydrogen Bridge. It’s a 
technical term for bonding atoms, neutrons and electrons within the water molecule. 
Having billions of hydrogen bubbles inside a water product is as advantageous to the user 
as having tens of thousands ILOers promoting it.

Status
HB have designed a release bottle that hosts the tiny tablet that releases these fresh 
hydrogen bubbles into the water when it’s time to drink it. Making the drinking of healthy 
powerful water as easy as it is today.

Next Steps
Launch and go to market. Full ILO listing expected last quarter of 2019.

Why ILO?
Water based influencers are plentiful on social media, clean water everywhere is a dream 
for humanity. Making it possible is on the table with the combination of ILO. It is the 
intention to launch multiple ILOs in multiple locations in due course to bring a consolidation 
effect together in the world use, distribution and security of water globally. This is a 
commercial environmental play.

http://www.iloac.com/hydrogen.php
https://www.hydrogenbridge.com
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I  LEARN I AGREE

Description
I Learn, I Agree enables a company to present their terms actively, clearly and concisely.
I Learn, I Agree merges GDPR compliant terms with response requests from the consumer 
to obtain active consent.
I Learn, I Agree uses proprietary technology to provide HTML dynamic terms and conditions
documents which update continually to ensure they are compliant with all regulations at all 
times.

Status
The tech is built and tested. The use case is also tested. The market is enormous and 
databasing of potential low hanging fruit is underway.

Next Steps
The work now is to expand the legal language base so to reduce the word count on most I 
Agrees and present a legal and efficient alternative.

Why ILO?
ILO has an alternative offering in an established market place and so does I Learn I Agree. 
An ILO in ILIA is mutually beneficial. It’s a great story.  The first lawsuits for these types of 
blatant abuses are coming and when they do it will play into the ILO for ILIA and the service.
ILIA is a digital product, therefore super scalable. 

http://www.iloac.com/ilia.php
http://ilearniagree.com
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INDIVIDUAL AI

Description
Everyone is talking about Ai but not everyone can participate. Until now.   
We kind of know what Ai is, right? But most people don’t know what it is or the difference 
between it and machine learning... so we don’t know. But we can participate. Imagine having 
a tool that allows you to input your personality, your habits, skills or fustrations. It learns 
what you want and need and that collection of data is used exclusively for you to program 
the perfect tool to help you in your life. For you when you need it. It’s free to participate and 
none of your personal information will ever be sold, used or abused.

Status
The Ai bot has not yet been used for this type of application but a stream of data from 
individuals is needed to perfect this process. This project teams up with and uses a license 
from Common Entry to perform the data capture.

Next Steps
Test the input data and start reviewing output to get results from the Ai engine and build 
simple bots for emails, texts, diary events and other simple tasks before we full on launch 
into a live individual Ai.

Why ILO?
In the preILO phase we can gather the users that will participate in the data capture. This 
builds a base of early adopters. This alone makes the marriage between ILO and Individual 
Ai a strong and valid one.  

http://www.iloac.com/individualai.php
http://Individualai.com
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LEGAL NOTICE REGISTER

Description
The name explains exactly what it does. It’s a piece of tech that automatically sends you 
date sensitive notices for any expiry or legal notices required by law or contractually such 
as an option to buy, renew or give notice by a certain date. Lawyers can buy this service 
and pass on a cost to their customer with automatic updates and notices that allow a very 
good margin to legal advisors for no effort as the system does it for them. LNR charges $1 
per contract.

Status
LNR is live and has already uploaded over 20,000 contracts, so the tech works and delivers. 
LNR is revenue ready.

Next Steps
Like any business it now needs to scale. More lawyers, more users, advance the service, 
find verticals and become the default provider, the Dropbox of legal notices.

Why ILO?
The needs of the company qualify it for a small funding round to get the next level of 
activity closed. Once done under an ILO they will benefit from the ILO promotion and direct 
sales activity. If a law firm creates 700 contracts per day and charges an extra $50 for the 
notice they gain $35,000 in fees and LNR gains $700 or $175,000 PA from one firm based 
on 250 days, the network marketer can earn $35,000 from that contract so it’s a dream for 
ILONetwork.com

http://www.iloac.com/lnr.php
http://legalnoticeregister.com
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LOMME
Description
Lomme is not just a bed, its sleep technology wrapped in a stunning design. So stunning in 
fact it won the RedDot design award, which in case you don’t know is the Oscars for design. 
Lomme is a ten-year-old tech and design meeting in this egg-shaped bed to revolutionise 
the bed market. Lomme had production issues in the early days as the bed was too 
expensive to produce, insisting on using low emission or no emission products to create 
the light and sound components. Over the years these costs have reduced massively and 
the technology improved greatly, now bringing the production cost down from GBP 22,000 
to GBP 3,000, making the bed accessible to a larger market and the scalability of the 
product possible.

Status
Lomme is revenue ready and has hundreds of enquires. It now needs production set and 
sales to commence.

Next Steps
Lomme has got a number of complementary products on the drawing board after the ramp 
up for sales on the core product is underway. The new designs target hotels mainly as this 
will be the best source of sales and is the biggest sector of interest at present.

Why ILO?
We have been connected to Lomme from the beginning, investing the first $500k to create 
the product, get them to their first sales and scale to where it is now. Lomme needs more 
capital to finish these tasks and gain marketing exposure via thousands of ILOers.

http://www.iloac.com/lomme.php
https://www.lomme.com
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PINEAPPLECHUP

Description
Pineapplechup is an alternative to Ketchup, where ketchup uses Ket as its main ingredient 
Pineapplechup uses Pineapples. We can’t get ketchup off the table but when you taste 
pineapplechup you will add it alongside. The health benefits are unarguable and the taste 
follows through leaving no objections in sight. A simple ingredient and a shot at a mass 
market.

Status
Developing the go to market plan is not easy with a product like this. It’s a mass market 
players space and creating room is hard. The product is amazing and that speaks for itself. 
A sneaky, unique and daring entry point is required.

Next Steps
Marketing its amazing properties with a PreILO launch to ensure everyone knows its 
nutritional good news. Pineapple contains four times more vitamin C than its old green 
variety. Nutritionists all agree and approve, recommending it not only as a rich source of 
vitamins and micro nutrients, but also for its bromelain enzymes, known to promote healing 
and reduce inflammation.

Why ILO?
ILO gives Pineapplechup a soap box to shout from, a source of knowledge is no good 
without a way to tell everyone about it. We accept the choices we have, not realising there 
may be a better alternative. ILO brings a motivated mass audience to repeat this story and 
get Pineapplechup on everyone’s table.

http://www.iloac.com/pineapplechup.php
http://www.pineapplechup.com
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PREAGENT

Description
Elegance is not overrated, presentation is vital. You never get a second chance to make 
a first impression. So PreAgent stages houses allowing buyers to see potential and 
experience living in style and beauty.
PreAgent will not propose outlandish budgets, they work with owners and agencies, they 
are pre-agency specialists delivering on time amazing results that will present your property 
in the right light every time.

Status
PreAgent is live with live clients and building strong links with agents in the UK. It wants 
to expand by demand into new markets overseas. It’s in revenue and more than revenue 
ready. Building a firm base from which to build a national agency on is needed.

Next Steps
Scale is the PreAgent priority. The business is working on a small scale, what will it take to 
work at a large scale is now the challenge.

Why ILO?
PreAgent got a huge response to its social campaign with 20,000 new followers. It knows 
the power of social media which has brought it a ton of opportunities and overseas interest 
and clients. ILO is the next natural step. People online seeking opportunity is widely known, 
make money from home is a big hash tag. ILO will launch the PreAgent ILO this summer.

http://www.iloac.com/preagent.php
https://www.preagent.co.uk
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PREIMDB

Description
A simple extension to one of the world’s busiest websites.  You can’t get on IMDB yet, go to 
pre-IMDb and get listed there for your starting point. $12 per annum database for the up and 
coming movie movers and shakers.

Status
Site and database in final stages. Links to online movie collaborators in the bag. Promotion 
of its existence is all that is needed.

Next Steps
Plan the launch of the ILO and promote via ILOers.

Why ILO?
ILOCX is building a movie platform and ILO attracts mass social media exposure. Movies are 
in the top percentile as discussion points on social media and joining the movie industry is 
one of the biggest dreams. The dynamic there is huge.

http://www.iloac.com/preimdb.php
http://Preimdb.com
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RANDOM REVIEW
Description
Random Review (RR) is a great name and domain for the project, it plays on the review 
culture we are in but ensures that the person reviewing actually used the product online in 
the case for digital services or undertook some research online using another tool within 
the accelerator.
RR allows anyone online to become a reviewer, chose products or services they know 
something about, post a profile and get review jobs paid for by the company seeking 
peer reviews, customer feedback, polls, focus groups and more. Its dovetails into our core 
activity at ILOCX but also is a great, easy stand-alone service. RR charges companies for 
real, qualified and credible reviews.

Status
RR is integrating some tech with Common Entry and will launch the site and service within 
months of that integration. We will be introducing the service to all ILO issuers and all ILOers 
so we see a ready-made audience for the project.

Next Steps
Design and build, promote and expand. RR will conduct a full ILO in 2020.

Why ILO?
Well, this is an easy one, ready-made customer base, good training ground to perfect the 
flow of information and then bring it to a wider audience. It is not without its competitors 
but we believe we give it a huge advantage over them.

http://www.iloac.com/randomreview.php
http://Randomreview.com
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REPUTATION STATEMENT
Description
Reputation Statement provides you with an integrated and linked, web based service that 
allows you to build your own reputation and stay in control of the elements.
You login and enter as much or as little as you want, you make it public or as private as you 
want. The more open you are, the bigger the score you will achieve.
All data belongs to you and you decide what you want to do with it. If you want to make it 
available, then you earn revenue from it.
It will surprise you to learn what you are worth online.

Status
RS is in a deep data dive and is building key links to all social media and online services 
to gather information on an individual (with their consent). The whole premise of RS is the 
data we gather belongs to you, it’s your digital self, online. We believe this is a star ILOAC 
member, its business model is $1 per month per subscriber and all data is based on facts 
and only released to the individual’s Reputation Statement when they choose.

Next Steps
RS needs some more resource to fine tune the algorithms and build data rooms for secure 
information storage. In these times of new data rules RS will be an essential component to 
everyone doing business online.

Why ILO?
RS is a mass market tool, it fits with the ethos and core values of ILOCX and integrates 
perfectly, so for these reasons it makes a great team member and project for ILOAC. Also 
when RS undertakes its own ILO it will benefit from a unique offer. $12 ILO sale price gives 
you a year free on the service and assuming the numbers they are projecting are reached 
this ILO in 2020 will be a high flyer.

http://www.iloac.com/reputation.php
http://www.reputationstatement.com
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SKYPEROO
Description
Skyperoo is a commercial version of a periscope. Simple tech, easy to scale but with a 
killer application for revenue viability. Skyperoo is a channel based live streaming platform. 
Linked with venues that share revenue it creates a gig mashup dynamic by auto combining 
with split screen and tech curated jumps, it moves from phone to phone and creates a 
multiple view of the event still with the “anything can happen” vibe as its live. It’s also a 
pitch to create an APP Dev culture for Skype, anything requiring Skype’s core offering can 
be created using it instead of building it.

Status
The app is in draft with a major push on features, for example it will allow anyone to stream 
a commercial event and get paid, there will be a freemium and premium model, events 
can host multiple Rooers, and revenue is equally shared based on your screen time shown 
and the user count watching. Base subscription is $1 per month. Its Spotify for gigs events 
gatherings and book clubs.

Next Steps
Launch the first version of the app. Learn from customer interaction, gather momentum 
into the tipping point in user base numbers, launch the ILO last Q 2019.

Why ILO?
ILO is the natural fit for funding promoting and growing Skyperoo, it highlights perfectly the 
value of ILO as a partner from Incubation to prefunding rounds to a full-blown listing. This 
vertically integrated model takes a concept through to a business to revenue and further 
growth. As much as ILO being perfect for Skyperoo, also Skyperoo is perfect for ILO.

http://www.iloac.com/skyperoo.php
http://Skyperoo.com
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SOCIAL ARB

Description
Social Arbitration is a web-based search tool seeking illegal/misused or unauthorised 
images of celebrities online or in social media., The tech scans for facial recognition, use of 
name where ads are promoting products or services with the suggestion that the celebrity 
is endorsing the ad. Our law firm partner is in multiple law suits with Facebook and others 
right now on behalf of A list celebrities.

Status
The core tech is a spin off from our current checking engine inside the accelerator and so 
it’s the focused application and the facial recognition components that are still remaining 
to add.

Next Steps
Version 1 of the tech to demo to our partner law firm and its clients with a proposal to 
integrate directly in Facebook and others to avoid all the current lawsuits and issues arising 
from this type of social media practice.

Why ILO?
Some projects stand out as overwhelmingly good fits with ILO and Social Arb is one. It’s 
a revenue dream as it makes money from data from a server base and the remainder of 
sales and time is undertaken by the first law firm partner and then others and finally the 
platforms themselves.

http://www.iloac.com/socialarb.php
http://Socialarb.com
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SPEEDSKYPE

Description
The second of our app-based concepts using Skype as the delivery system. Speedskype is 
a speed dating app that allows each user to talk about themselves for 30 seconds. You can 
score and rate the counter party immediately.  Users must be 16 or over. If nudity is shown 
you can ban them. The freemium model allows 1 minute and if premium you can carry on 
the conversation or you are automatically bumped to the next person. Simple gamification 
of the dating process.

Status
App is in final development and features are locked in. Launch will be this year with full ILO 
in Q1 2020.

Next Steps
A full review of the market is required prior to launch as well as a stress testing for the app. 
Marketing will be a key point to get users and a competition is being created where users 
will be enticed to test the app on facebook for a series of prizes.

Why ILO?
ILO brings the people power of social media to the forefront. When you have a user base 
of ILOers you can tap into them for focus groups and early adopters of the idea while also 
layering in interest for the ILO launch itself. Users will earn for introducing new people so 5 
intros and they speed date for free.

http://www.iloac.com/speedskype.php
http://Speedskype.com
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STARTUP ROBOTICS

Description
Robotics feature in regional, national and global competitions as pre startup ideas. Kids 
play with robotic ideas and applications, resulting in winners and runners up. Some of these 
applications may be commercially viable yet there is no platform-based solution to bring 
all these factors together. SR will host 10s of thousands of components required for robotic 
construction as a reseller from a selection of the best items found and approved by SR. 
This will be a base for sponsorship allowing businesses to participate in local and national 
competitions via a database of robotic based investors and funds.

Status
Thousands of components are already profiled, and the platform is in development.  The 
construction of the database elements and some entries are already in situ. With a focus 
on robotic based builders, investors, minds and designers combined with a key link to 
Individual Ai make this a very exciting project.

Next Steps
A database purge and promotion to the first members to build a base and the grunt work of 
adding funds and competitions are the first factors to put to task.

Why ILO?
ILO will foster a team of ‘robotic focused ILOers’ early adopters, keen and interested in this 
space. ILO can forge forward with a dynamic team that will excite the market about new 
early and grass roots innovation in this enormous sector.

http://www.iloac.com/startup.php
http://Startuprobotics.com
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T4FILM

Description
Tee shirts for films is no new idea, this one happens to have two elements we like a lot 
which make this idea interesting. T4Film allows independent films to get access to movie
T- Shirts at amazing prices. Unique designs that allow a social media fests and promotions, 
and a totally unique access to the premier dynamic.

Status
T4Film has all factors in place to start revenue and now just needs the marketing. A soft 
launch to the ILO network will bring in the needed promotional aspect that will be targeted 
to movie focused group and collectives online and in clubs and events.

Next Steps
In an environment focused on teamwork, T4Film needs a deep dive into social media 
groups to gain a following and get the line item of promotional T-shirts into film budgets. 
T4film will ILO in Q3 2019.

Why ILO?
As with PreIMDb the movie sector is a major focus for ILOCX and multiple collaborations 
can arise within projects with the same audience. Building a base of key players with 
these projects advances our database and capability so we chose it for the accelerator for 
strategic reason. From the perspective of T4Film the ILO process completes a major barrier 
for the business getting attention via a marketing campaign that comes as part of the ILO 
offering.

http://www.iloac.com/t4.php
http://T4Film.com
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WHISKEY VILLA
Description
Like everything we have chosen for this accelerator Whiskey Villa is an efficient business, 
using a historic distillery in Ireland to make and bake our whiskey, we get to just be the 
marketing part of the business/industry. Hundreds of brilliant cocktail waiters in every city 
seek out competitions to win to improve the status of their bars and promote their own 
skills. The head bar staff can suggest a brand and have a guest liqueur helping to introduce 
our brand into their bars. Whiskey Villa will promote competitions using our whiskey. First 
we stock the whiskey in the cities where we host competitions. Then we make full use of 
social media. Social media is the hub of activity for bar events and if there is a cocktail war 
happening, customers will flock to the event. 

Status
The distillery is identified, and we are not limited by age as they have aged casks already, 
they de-risk our business. We premium rate the product and create a series of premium 
rated accessories and bottles. All designs are already complete. 
We own WhiskyCocktail.com which will become our competition host site.

Next Steps
Whiskey Villa needs to bottle its first few casks and start small to build, listen and refine the 
machine that create this brand.

Why ILO?
Events, evening events, hosts and promoters use social media to run and advertise these 
gatherings. We are focusing our attention on building an army of people in and on social 
media that want to make money, move things around, do something cool and make more 
connections. ILO and its network is perfect for all stages of Whiskey Villa.

http://www.iloac.com/whiskey.php
http://Whiskeyvilla.com
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As we are a vertically integrated model. We can say with a strong degree of confidence that most 
if not all advanced projects featured in this accelerator will list ILOs on the ILOCX within 12 months 
of the ILOAC launch. Within a further 12 months from this point they will be firmly established in 
revenue, they will have made a royalty payment under their ILO and therefore have a clear marker for 
valuation.
 
Some individual decks are hot linked to this presentation denoted with this symbol 

VALUE PROJECTION

Please note: All of the above are subject to change if deemed appropriate at the time of listing. For 
example, if it is deemed beneficial to the accelerator and the project company, then more equity 
may be swapped for the return of capital or more ILOs could be taken depending on the status of 
the company at the time of listing. These decisions are solely at the digression of ILOAC.

All projects going to the ILO 
platform issue ILOs to this 

accelerator.

All projects repay original 
capital from the use of 
proceeds of their ILO.

All companies issue 20% of 
the fully diluted issued share 

capital to ILOAC.



Based on very low expectations here is a 
sample of just under half the projects and a 
summary of the potential value in practise.

PROJECTED 
REVENUE

AAATRAQ $6.8m in 24 months based on 
1% of the marketplace where 
they are the unique offering.

Askia Gold $9.6m in 24 months based 
on 60 sales only for a product 
that is 5 times less expensive 
than its competitors.

Azura Life $1.6m based on the sale of 
4m needles at 40c per unit, 6 
times less expensive than the 
nearest competitor. 
*Market size 18 billion needles.

BabyCloud $1.2m in 24 months based on 
10% of the historical market 
for baby photos only.

Beshizzle $4.8m based on 40,000 sales 
at $10 per month subscription 
for its website checking 
service.

Burr and Burr £1.8m with 60,000 sales of 
its ground breaking Vegan 
Omega3 oil supplements.

Donate Date $1.875m based on 500,000 
users with 5% making a one-
off donation for a successful 
date at $75 per donation.

Best Boardroom £600k based on 20,000 users 
paying once per annum at a 
rate of £150 rental with a 20% 
commission for BB
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In development:

CODI
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Note: We are only using 16 transactions out of 40 in ILOAC. 
The others don’t have meaningful projections yet. The 
various stages of the projects are a purposeful dynamic.

Fraudat

Garuntea

PreAgent

PinappleChup

Hydrogen Bridge

I Learn I Agree

In 24 months of $3.6m 
based on 20,000 sales at 
$15 per month subscription. 
This does not include a large 
enterprise installation.

$2.88m based on 12,000 sales 
of starter unit sold for $20 per 
month.

In 24 months of £840k 
in revenue based on 40 
franchises sold and 10% of 
£60k per franchise.

In 24 months of $384k based 
on 8000 sales at $4 per unit 
per month.

$3.84m from the sale of 8000 
units at $40 on a monthly 
subscription. 

$480k in revenue In 24 
months based on 20,000 
sales at $1.00 per month.

TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUE 
IN 24 MONTHS FOR 
16/40 TRANSACTIONS IS 
APPROXIMATELY $48M.

ESTFresh £1m from the sale of 1800 
food snacks per day for 300 
days from its first location in 
London.

FAHABOSO In 24 months of $3.240m 
based on one hotel at 5% take 
up based on $30 per unit sale 
and monthly subscription.
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Based on ILO value alone $4.8m in royalty payments will be made in 24 
months. Approx. 10% will belong to the fund making $480,000

Portfolio value between $50m and $100m, ILOAC owns 20% = $10m 
worst case and $20m best case. In equity alone.

Of all the projects that sell their ILOs on ILOCX the initial capital is due to 
be repaid.

If all projects repay the original capital ILOAC will receive $7m back from 
ILO sales over 40 deals (average $175,000 per deal)

Cash ILO Royalty Equity

CASH BACK SENSITIVITY

At 80%: $5.6m $384,000 $7.7m

At 50%: $3.5m $240,000 $4.8m

In other words, at 50% failure or discount to revenue projections, (which we have 
already trimmed by a large percentage) the fund receives $8.3m and $240k in revenue 
($2.4m in value), a total of ROI of $10.7m on a $7m investment (30 plus % worst case).
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If we hit our numbers all invested funds are returned in 24 months. We have ROI of $21.4m 
on a $7m investment. If we add the other 22 transactions in to the numbers, it potentially 
doubles again.

This accelerator is de-risked in many ways:

WE EXPECT A FEW STARS WITHIN 
THE ACCELERATOR CROP.

ILOAC is a 4 year lock up with a repayment 
event and ILO issuance/listing event at 12 
and 24 months.
 
All shareholders will have equal rights and 
options to redeem capital returned and 
take ILOs issued direct to the accelerator. 

This model allows for cash back plus some 
royalties quite quickly with an equity kicker 
for the long term.

Diversity

Multiple repayment points, 
cash, ILO and equity

Volume of deals

Not counting the star  
deal(s) possibility

Vertically integrated  
to the ILO platform

Time and ROI play  
a significant role



The ILO Accelerator  

( ILOAC)

www. ILOAccelerator.com
contact@i loaccelerator.com

Disclaimer.
This document is offered as an overview and a starting point only - it should not 
be used as a single, sole authoritative guide. You should not consider this as legal 
guidance. Where matters of legal compliance are concerned you should always 
take independent advice from appropriately qualified individuals or firms. 

Copyright.
This material is proprietary to ILOAC and has been furnished on a confidential 
and restricted basis. ILOAC hereby expressly reserves all rights, without waiver, 
election or other limitation to the full extent permitted by law, in and to this 
material and the information contained therein. Any reproduction, use or 
display or other disclosure or dissemination, by any method now known or later 
developed, of this material or the information contained herein, in whole or in 
part, without the prior written consent of ILOAC Limited is strictly prohibited.


